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ABSTRACT 

As today’s flight test programs need for sensor and bus data continue to increase, there has 

been associated requirements to provide modern system output products and support higher 

encoder data rates. The CH-53K Heavy Lift Replacement (HLR) Program is an example in 

which the instrumentation data requirements have increased significantly over previous 

helicopter programs and necessitated the introduction of new technologies and capabilities. 

The CH-53K Program utilizes a hybrid system architecture that combines the benefits of 

legacy PCM and modern networked system architectures.  The system provides for 

maintaining the required system-wide synchronized sampling capabilities, while providing 

real-time data access and system control over a vehicle network.  Serial Streaming Telemetry 

(SST)-to-vNET Adapters are employed to enable many of these capabilities. 

This paper describes the instrumentation requirements for the CH-53K program and the 

features, tools and performance of its data acquisition system – which addressed all 

requirements while minimizing the overall impact to the existing instrumentation 

infrastructure.   
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INTRODUCTION 

The CH-53K HLR program has targeted many improvements for the next version of the 

helicopter, including items such as upgraded engines, improved rotor blades, new avionics, a 

new rotorhead and increased lift capability, which when combined, have resulted in the need 

for additional instrumentation measurements and subsequently, higher data rates from the data 

acquisition system. 
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L-3 Communications – Telemetry East has been the provider of data acquisition system 

solutions for all Sikorsky helicopter programs since the early 1990’s.  These solutions have 

typically consisted of traditional PCM Encoders (known as Remote Multiplexer Unit/RMU), 

augmented by a Data Combiner Unit (DCU) that supports higher aggregate data rates and 

allows for the distribution of the encoders over a vast installation area.  This combination 

preserves the system wide phase synchronization and all the unique input signal conditioning 

features the system offers that are essential to rotor wing flight testing.  For their part, 

Sikorsky has developed an extensive suite of software and policies to configure and 

administer the system architecture.  

While updates have been made to the some of the data acquisition system components in 

recent years to increase signal conditioner channel density and address various obsolescence 

concerns, no improvements have been made to increase data rates or modernize the operation 

of the system, both of which are required to meet the testing needs of the CH-53K HLR 

program.  Rather than attempting to upgrade the capabilities of the legacy data acquisition 

system, a joint decision was made to incorporate new technologies and products to not only 

address the immediate needs of the HLR program, but to provide a long term solution for 

future platforms, while maintaining the accustomed level of input signal conditioning. 

NETWORKING 

Heritage systems are typically characterized by two specific I/O interfaces: 

1. Bi-directions serial communication, whether RS232 or RS422, interface used for 

configuration functions.  Typical baud rates are low, and proprietary protocols, some 

binary, some ASCII are employed.  The MicroDAS system itself adhered to this 

methodology by using a binary protocol in which the first byte of a message had incorrect 

parity to note the SOM, thus allowing for recovery should the host and target get out of 

sync.   The use of RS422 created a problem, requiring an additional serial I/O card to 

support the electrical interface.  Even RS232 recently has become problematic, as more 

and more COTS computers, laptops in particular, dispense with the interface.   

2. PCM output, either filtered or differential, which required the external computer to have a 

specialized input module.   

The following figure (from various iNET presentations), highlights the general architecture of 

the vehicle network (vNET) that is comprised of data sources, data consumers and routers. 

Each unit within the system includes its own unique interface; for newer systems that 

capability is directly incorporate.  Legacy systems, however, have difficulties meshing with 

this new paradigm, as the underlying hardware and software has been proprietary and not 

included any of the necessary new technology  
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To minimize the impact on the legacy system, an external adapter is incorporated into the 

system architecture. In iNET parlance, this device known as an SST-vNET adaptor, which is 

the gateway between the external network and various data acquisition system interfaces.  It 

includes: 

 A Programming Interface, which consists of an XML server for itself and a terminal 

server for the legacy data acquisition system.  The latter capability includes support for 

both RS232 and RS422 devices, and provides multiple device connections methods:  

1. Direct management of the device’s unique messaging protocol (requiring specialized 

software) 

2. A separate bypass mode to allow for communication with any device that does not 

require any specialized handshaking. 

 Calibration State Manager: With the adaptor now in the role of system controller, those 

duties also including management the system’s calibration state.  In this role, the adaptor 

monitors both discrete inputs and external commands to determine when to take the 

system in or out of a specific calibration state (such as ZCAL, VCAL, etc.). 

 Network Data Output: The device includes multiple input ports that can handle virtually 

any type of physical product that the legacy data acquisition system could possibly 

generate.  Data input then encapsulated into network packets by the adaptor and 

transmitted via multicast or UDP for one or more listeners to process.  The packets consist 

of application specific headers with one or more PCM frames contained within the 

payload field.  Using this allows external application software to be used with minimal 
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modification as one the frames have been extracted from the packets appears just as they 

would have if they had come from an internal decom.   

Other network outputs include the generation of a periodic message that contains 

information pertaining to the current system states and the synchronization status of the 

selected input channel. 

For the CH-53K and other Sikorsky platforms, the adaptor function is performed by 

CDM2000 Compact Data Manager.  This small unit consists of a Linux PowerPC module 

with a PCI based Bit Synchronizer/Frame Synchronizer/Decom which provides all of the 

required electrical interfaces, and is also rated for ruggedized environments.  These features 

allow the CDM2000 to be installed onto the test vehicle itself to allow any standard off-the-

shelf computer to control the data acquisition or monitor the system outputs.   Alternatively, 

the unit is small enough that it can be used as part of a portable ground support computer 

assembly.   

The CDM2000 functionality is handled by its application software, which allows it to be 

configured for vNET applications or closed system applications, all controlled by external 

configuration software. 

XML CONFIGURATION 

When MicroDAS was originally introduced, it was supported by its own unique configuration 

software that supplied custom import/export files, which had the acronym DEF that stood for 

Data Exchange File definition.   The DEF is an text file which is a sequence of characters 

divided into lines; each line consisting of one or more characters (80 characters maximum per 

line) followed by a newline character. The DEF is comprised of several record definitions, 

each being tied to a specific box or module and having its own unique format. 

While not being intended to be directly editable, it was in the end a plain ASCII text file.  The 

reason for attempting to prevent manual editing was that there were few, if any checks to 

ensure that the file format was correct and providing minimal assistance in resolving any 

issues that may occur during the import process. While maybe suitable for the early years of 

computer technology, when the number of parameters was in the hundreds, using the same 

tools to support today’s test requirements is problematic and mandates a change. 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has become the tool of choice for a wide variety of 

applications. XML is now the standard Vista TEC method for the import and export file 

format for a number of reasons. XML is a widely known format and is today the standard 

method by which most applications transfer data.  There are a number of third-party tools to 

help with manipulating XML documents making the creation and manipulation of the 

document much easier, an example of which is Microsoft Excel, which has the ability to 

import an XML document and insert data the user finds interesting into the cells of a 

worksheet. 
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To aid in the process of creating XML files, a schema file is provided that defines the format 

for the XML and what fields must or optionally be provided.  In XML parlance a schema is a 

file that defines the structure of the XML document.  It’s the schema that tells the editor what 

fields you are able to add and if you add data in the wrong structure or the wrong type of 

values the schema is able to tell the editor that you have violated the rules.  

The schema document is able to define the order in which you enter information and for some 

fields it can force you to enter specific values. Boolean fields must be true or false for 

example.  It can even enforce whether fields are text or numbers.  In essence it’s able to 

validate a documents structure, values and data types, however, it’s not able to perform all 

types of validation required to ensure the data is correct.  The schema itself is not able to 

validate the value of fields based on the context of other fields.  In other words, a fields range 

could be dependent upon the value of another field which is calculated through a complicated 

set of logic.   

Additional dependency validation occurs in Vista TEC when the file is imported.  During the 

import the context of the data is accounted for and values that are out of range are reported to 

the log table in TEC Manager.  These values can possibly account for the values of many 

different fields, in addition some fields can cause other fields to auto calculate.  The means 

you can enter the minimal set of data and let the import process calculate and verify the other 

values.  

Other benefits of XML include: 

 Report generation.  There are different reporting engines that focus on taking data and 

generating nice printed reports.  Many of these engines now use XML documents as a 

source where in the past they would generally integrate with database engines.  These 

reporting engines are very good at taking the data and inserting it into nice looking 

tables, charts and graphs ready to be printed and handed to others for review.  

 Data Feeds. Another example is that it allows you to get data from Vista TEC in real 

time.  The same file that gets exported from the file menu can be fed from the software  

in real time and read into Excel, a reporting engine or your own internal software for 

example.  This means users do not have to export the file then import the data into 

another application, the application can directly request TEC Manager for the data 

making the process seamless. 

Sikorsky’s operational methods were predicated upon generating DEF configuration files 

from a master server and then importing them into the application software, from which is 

what compiled and downloaded.  The fact that new hardware was being incorporated into the 

data system architecture for the CH-53K meant that changes to the DEF file import structures, 

the host software and Vista TEC would be required.  As Vista TEC already provided XML 

capability for both new and legacy components, Sikorsky concurred with the recommendation 

to incorporate XML into their software to assist in the efficient transfer of configuration data; 

this difficulty of this effort was minimized by the availability of documentation, off-the-shelf 

tools and file examples.  
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SYNCHRONIZATION 

A traditional distributed data acquisition typically consists of a master unit support by remote 

units that are strategically located to minimize wiring from the sensors in any one area of the 

vehicle.  Sampling may be performed in one of two manners, dependent upon whether the 

needs of the program include correlation of some or all of the sensor inputs. 

1. Word Timing:  Each signal conditioning channel provides it current sample when 

accessed by master. 

2. Simultaneous Sample:  In this case, the master generates a mark, which could be a discrete 

pulse or an internal command, which causes all enabled signal conditioning module to 

latch their inputs.  These values are then held for later access by the master.   

In either scenario, the master’s commutation (or instruction) list remains unchanged, the only 

difference between the two method’s resultant output is when the data was actually sampled. 

The RMU is the standard component of the data acquisition system, housing a variety of 

signal conditioning modules and having the ability to take the role of master or remote.  To 

form a simple distributed system, an assembly of one or more RMUs in a single master-slave 

daisy-chain configuration, referred to as an Airborne Data Acquisition Multiplexer (ADAM) 

can be assembled.  The only drawbacks to this type of configuration is that the overall 

performance, specifically bit rate, can be degraded as more units and associated cabling are 

added to the configuration. 

A single large system could be broken down into distinct subgroups with a centralized master 

in what is known as a star configuration.  The RMU by itself, however, does not support this 

capability as it only provides a single master-slave interface.  

To support a start configuration, an additional system level device would be 

needed that could provide the following functionality. 

 Synchronize and collect data from up to eight separate ADAM chains 

 Increase the aggregate data rate and create up to four independent synchronous outputs  

 Provide a single point of programming for the entire data acquisition system 

These capabilities were implemented in the DCU, a unit which contains its own formatter and 

controller as well as a variable number of ADAM interfaces.  The configuration maintained 

overall synchronization by mandating that both the inputs to and outputs from the DCU had 

the same frame and timing metrics such that major frame boundaries are identical.  The 

ADAM interface modules (DCM) provided two specific sets of signal wires to a connected 

slaved device: 

1. Configuration port. The DCU has the role of a communication gateway/multiplexer, 

allowing the host computer to connect to a single device and have configuration messages 

automatically routed to the target ADAM chain.  Only a single ADAM chain could be 
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configured at a time, as the DCM simply supplies a path between the DCU controller and 

its connected device. 

2. Data acquisition.  Each DCM card provides a major frame mark pulse and a bit rate clock 

to control both the start and execution of the connected ADAM’s output stream.  The 

ADAM output was brought back into the DCM where it was synchronized and 

decommutated and buffered for later insertion into one of the DCU output streams; double 

buffering is provided to allow for a completed data buffer to be output while a new frame 

is being received.  This method supports phase matching of similar analog channels from 

different ADAM chains to within a few counts. 

Each DCU output is configured with its own unique commutation list that allows it to build its 

own PCM output from the available DCM buffers that is completely independent of the other 

three; again, the only requirement is that the major frame timing be identical.   

The maximum data rate for the original DCU was 8 Mbps, doubling that of a single 

standalone ADAM chain. It could not be increased for HLR without a significant redesign of 

the internals of the formatter/controller component, and incurring potential schedule risks.  As 

NetDAS, another L-3 data acquisition product, had already developed a similar synchronizing 

function for an existing PCM merger card, the recommendation was to completely replace the 

heritage fixed-size DCU unit with a smaller, stackable NetDAS unit that could be configured 

to meet the requirements of the CH-53K or other programs. 

This solution, however, did not eliminate the need for development. 

 The merger card did not incorporate a setup path for communicating with the ADAM 

chains; obviously, programming each chain manually was not acceptable.  A solution was 

derived by implementing the (VHDL) PCM formatter function into another module that 

included more buffer memory, and a more capable FPGA that already implemented an 

embedded microprocessor. The larger buffer memory allowed support for larger frames 

from the ADAM chains.  The last item however provided the greatest benefits; by 

providing each interface with its own controller provided greatly improved download 

performance by allowing concurrent configuration operations, rather than the serial 

method provided by the heritage system.  The microprocessor software also included the 

ability to detect system calibration states, so as to be able to generate the appropriate 

command to its attached ADAM and eliminate the need for individual hardwired 

calibration inputs to each master unit. 

 The heritage DCU included custom configuration and internal backplane pieces that 

supported the independent commentators’ buffer access requirements, which created a 

problem for the general purpose NetDAS PCM architecture.  While including a high 

speed backplane and supporting track split capability, the architecture was not designed to 

handle true simultaneous independent outputs.   

To support the specialized DCU formatting requirements, changes were made to the Vista 

TEC application software configuration to merge the three independent user-defined 

commutation/format lists into one super list, and separately, improve the throughput of the 
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NetDAS system controller.  The latter capability support various bit rates on the three 

outputs, only constraints being that the aggregate rates could not exceed 40 Mbps and the 

rates for the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 outputs had to be binary multiples of the highest rate.  Examples 

include: 

 2 20 Mbps Outputs (3
rd

 not used) 

 1 20 Mbps Output, 2 10 Mbps Outputs 

 1 20 Mbps Output, 1 5 Mbps Output, 1 1.25 Mbps Output 

 The heritage architecture also included, when required, a PCM multiplexer function 

located in a separate unit (Data System Controller Unit) that was used for troubleshooting 

purposes.  This multiplexer was fed a duplicate copy of each ADAM’s output; when data 

in the DCU aggregate output(s) was questionable and required investigation, the engineer 

would use the multiplexer to evaluate the applicable ADAM’s direct output to determine 

the source of the discrepancy.   

This function was implemented on a separate NetDAS module, which multiplexed up to 

sixteen differential clock and data inputs into both a differential and TTL version of the 

selected input. The TTL version provided the benefit of allowing a standard decom system 

to view the data without requiring a bit synchronizer or other conversion hardware. 

FINAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The end result of these modifications was a smaller, higher performance, more capable DCU 

(and partially DSCU) that did not require any changes to the underlying data acquisition 

hardware and preserved the mandatory system wide synchronization and signal conditioning 

features. 

As shown in the following figure, the new DCU that supports synchronization of up to sixteen 

separate data acquisitions and creates multiple outputs to feed a number of users, including 

transmitter and recording devices.  When supported by the CDM2000, the legacy data 

acquisition hardware becomes a network enabled component, supplying data to other user 

including cockpit instrumentation display systems, pilot control units and flight test analysts 

without any other hardware. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

 

Organizations have a significant amount of investment in the data acquisitions that they have 

deployed for their test programs, not only in the capital represented by the actual hardware, 

but the organization’s infrastructure that supports and maintains the equipment.  This paper 

has shown that with the addition of the right enhanced capabilities, legacy equipment can be 

made fully compatible with new technologies such as XML and networking or industry 

initiatives such as vNET to protect the viability of the organization’s assets. 

 

 




